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Preface

This report contains a listing of the NASA Langley Research Center’s publicly available scientific and technical research output for C.Y. 2002.

The intent of this report is to provide a greater awareness of the broad scope of results and the importance of the research and development work conducted by scientists and engineers at Langley. This current awareness is mandated by the National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958, which provides for the widest practical dissemination of NASA research.

Introduction

The NASA Langley Research Center is one of the Nation’s leading laboratories for research and development in the sciences of aeronautics and space technology. Langley conducts basic and applied research in the areas of aerospace systems, concepts, and analysis, aerodynamics, aero thermodynamics, and acoustics, structures and materials, airborne systems, atmospheric sciences, and systems engineering.

This document contains a bibliography of Langley’s publicly available scientific and technical research output for 2002 which is processed through the Center’s Office of the Chief Information Officer to become an integral part of NASA’s Agency-wide Scientific and Technical Information (STI) system. The results of Langley’s research are disseminated in a variety of NASA and non-NASA scientific and technical media and information systems. This document is intended to be a reference summary for researchers and a current awareness publication for the scientific, research, and academic community. Details of the availability of the research references in this document are found in the section, “Availability,” on page vi.

Many Langley reports are available electronically on the Langley Technical Reports Server (LTRS) at http://techreports.larc.nasa.gov/ltrs/. The relative Uniform Resource Locators are noted below citations for reports available electronically.

The citations are grouped by the NASA Aeronautics and Space Database subject categories and listed alphabetically by author or innovator. The Langley organization to which the senior author or innovator is assigned and the Program Number are noted below citations when appropriate and included in the indexes.

Patents listed are those which were issued in 2002 and owned by Langley Research Center.

Publication of some journal articles was not known at press time for the 2001 issue of this document. These articles are therefore listed in the 2002 issue.
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Organization RC
Program No. 721-21-34

Organization RC
Program No. 706-32-51

Organization RC
Program No. 706-32-51

Organization RC
Program No. 732-50-00

Organization RC
Program No. 706-21-21

Organization RC
Program No. 706-21-31

Organization RC
Program No. 706-61-11

Organization RC
Program No. 706-61-11

Organization RC Program No. 721-20-41


Organization RC Program No. 706-63-51


Organization RC Program No. 721-20-41

Category 26 Metals and Metallic Materials


Organization RC Program No. 251-10-01


Organization RC Program No. 706-63-61


Organization RC Program No. 706-63-61


Organization RC Program No. 706-63-61


Organization RC Program No. 706-85-21
   Organization RC                      Program No. 706-62-11

   Organization RC                      Program No. 706-61-11

   Organization RC                      Program No. 706-61-11

   Organization RC                      Program No. 706-62-11

   Organization RC                      Program No. 706-62-11

   Organization RC                      Program No. 706-63-51

   Organization RC                      Program No. 706-63-61

   Organization RC                      Program No. 251-10-01
Organization RC  Program No. 713-50-02

Organization RC  Program No. 713-50-02

Organization RC  Program No. 706-63-61

Organization RC  Program No. 706-32-31

Organization RC

Organization RC  Program No. 706-61-11

Organization RC  Program No. 706-62-31

Organization RC  Program No. 522-18-11

Organization RC Program No. 706-21-21


Organization RC Program No. 706-21-21


Organization RC Program No. 706-21-11


Organization RC Program No. 706-61-11


Organization RC Program No. 706-61-11


Organization RC Program No. 706-62-31


Organization RC Program No. 706-62-31


Organization RC Program No. 706-63-71

Organization RC Program No. 706-62-31


Organization RC Program No. 706-62-31


Organization RC Program No. 706-63-61


Organization RC Program No. 251-10-01


Organization RC Program No. 706-63-61


Organization RC Program No. 706-25-02


Organization RC Program No. 706-63-61


Organization RC Program No. 706-25-02

Organization RC Program No. 706-63-51


Organization RC Program No. 706-63-51


Organization RC Program No. 706-63-51

Category 27 Nonmetallic Materials


Organization RC Program No. 706-63-51


Organization RC Program No. 251-10-01


Organization RC Program No. 706-31-21


Organization RC Program No. 706-32-21


Organization RC  Program No. 755-06-00


Organization RC  Program No. 708-73-20


Organization RC


Organization RC


Organization RC  Program No. 251-10-01


Organization RC  Program No. 251-10-01


Organization RC  Program No. 755-06-00


Organization RC  Program No. 755-06-00


Organization RC Program No. 706-63-51


Organization RC Program No. 706-63-51


Organization RC Program No. 706-63-51


Organization RC Program No. 706-63-51


Organization RC Program No. 706-63-51


Organization RC Program No. 706-63-51


Organization RC Program No. 706-63-51


Organization RC Program No. 274-00-03


Organization RC Program No. 755-06-00

Organization RC Program No. 755-06-00

Organization RC Program No. 755-06-00

Organization RC Program No. 755-06-00

Organization RC Program No. 706-21-21

Organization RC Program No. 706-21-21

Organization RC Program No. 706-25-01

Organization RC Program No. 274-00-02
Organization RC Program No. 258-10-01

Organization RC Program No. 274-00-03

Organization RC Program No. 706-63-51

Organization RC Program No. 755-06-00

Organization RC Program No. 708-73-20

Organization RC Program No. 755-06-00

Organization RC Program No. 706-32-21

Organization RC Program No. 706-32-21

Organization RC Program No. 755-06-00
Organization RC Program No. 706-85-20


Category 29 Space Processing


Engineering

Category 32 Communications and Radar


Organization RF Program No. 757-01-00

Organization RF Program No. 757-01-00

Organization RD Program No. 706-31-41

Organization RD Program No. 706-31-41

Organization RD Program No. 706-31-41

Organization RD Program No. 728-60-30

Organization RF Program No. 297-60-20

Organization RF Program No. 706-32-41

Organization RD Program No. 706-17-21


Organization RB Program No. 714-05-10


Organization RD Program No. 722-64-10


Organization RD Program No. 722-64-10


Organization RD Program No. 728-40-10


Organization RB Program No. 706-81-14

Category 34 Fluid Mechanics and Thermodynamics


Organization RB Program No. 714-05-10


Organization RB Program No. 706-85-41

Organization RB Program No. 706-51-31

Organization A Program No. 505-90-52

Organization RC Program No. 731-21-51

Organization RC Program No. 706-85-30

Organization RC Program No. 706-85-30

Organization RC Program No. 721-21-51

Organization RF Program No. 624-05-00
Organization RF Program No. 896-30-00

Organization A Program No. 505-90-52

Organization A Program No. 505-90-52

Organization RB Program No. 706-51-31

Organization A Program No. 505-90-52

Organization A Program No. 505-90-52

Organization RB Program No. 706-31-11

66


Organization A Program No. 505-90-52


Organization RB Program No. 605-85-42


Organization RB Program No. 706-85-41


Organization RB Program No. 721-21-41


Organization RB Program No. 713-80-00


Organization RB Program No. 706-31-11


Organization RB Program No. 522-31-11


|---|---|---|
Organization A Program No. 505-90-52

Organization A Program No. 505-90-52

Organization A Program No. 505-90-52

Organization A Program No. 505-90-52

Organization A Program No. 505-90-52

Organization A Program No. 505-90-52


Organization RB Program No. 992-20-08

Organization RC Program No. 706-62-31

Organization RB Program No. 708-72-40

Organization RB Program No. 704-01-50

Organization RD Program No. 728-40-10

Organization RB Program No. 992-20-08

Organization RF Program No. 622-63-14

Organization RB Program No. 992-35-12
Organization RB Program No. 704-20-21


Organization RB Program No. 704-01-20


Organization RB Program No. 706-31-11

Organization RB Program No. 706-32-11

Organization RB Program No. 522-31-11


Moore, T. C., Sr.; and Hare, D. A.: Performance Characteristics of Commercially Available High-Temperature Fiber-Optic Extenosometer on Inconel 100 Test Beams at Elevated Temperatures. Presented at Western Regional Strain Gage Committee Conference, February 12-13, 2002, Long Beach, California.


Organization RB Program No. 992-31-12


Organization RB Program No. 992-35-12


Organization RB Program No. 706-32-11


Organization RC Program No. 274-00-00


Organization RC Program No. 706-62-31


Organization RB Program No. 706-32-11

Category 36 Lasers and Masers


Organization RC Program No. 522-63-41


Organization RF Program No. 258-70-22


Category 38 Quality Assurance and Reliability

Organization RC Program No. 706-62-31

Organization RC Program No. 706-62-31

Organization RC Program No. 706-21-21

Organization OD Program No. 706-63-51

Category 39 Structural Mechanics

Organization RC Program No. 721-20-30

Organization RC Program No. 706-21-21

Organization RC Program No. 706-21-21


Organization RC Program No. 706-21-21


Organization RC Program No. 706-21-21


Organization RC Program No. 706-21-21


Organization RC Program No. 721-21-30


Organization RC Program No. 706-62-11


Organization RC Program No. 706-85-10


Organization RC Program No. 721-20-30
Organization RC Program No. 706-21-21

Organization RC Program No. 706-21-21

Organization RC Program No. 706-63-71

Organization RC Program No. 706-21-21

Organization RC Program No. 755-06-00

Organization RC Program No. 706-21-21

Organization RC Program No. 755-06-00

Organization RC Program No. 896-30-00
Organization RC Program No. 705-30-11

Organization RC Program No. 706-85-12

Organization RC Program No. 706-21-21

Organization RC Program No. 706-85-10

Organization RC Program No. 706-63-71

Organization RA Program No. 706-25-01

Organization RC Program No. 522-11-41

Organization RC Program No. 755-06-00
Organization RC  
Program No. 755-06-00

Organization RC  
Program No. 755-06-00

Organization RC  
Program No. 706-21-21

Organization RC  
Program No. 706-21-21

Organization RC  
Program No. 706-21-21

Organization RC  
Program No. 706-21-21

Organization RB  
Program No. 522-63-11
Organization RC  Program No. 706-21-21

Organization RC  Program No. 706-63-71

Organization RC  Program No. 710-70-21

Organization RC  Program No. 706-25-02

Organization RC  Program No. 757-01-00

Organization RC  Program No. 721-21-14

Organization RC  Program No. 706-85-12

Organization RC  Program No. 706-21-21


Organization RC Program No. 721-20-41

Organization RC Program No. 755-06-00

Organization RC Program No. 629-60-00

Organization RC Program No. 755-06-00

Organization RC Program No. 629-60-00

Organization RA Program No. 712-10-10

Organization RC Program No. 706-63-71
Geosciences

Category 42 Geosciences (General)

Organization RF Program No. 258-70-21

Organization RE Program No. 622-61-11

Organization RE Program No. 622-61-11

Organization RE Program No. 622-61-11

Organization RE Program No. 622-61-11

Organization RE Program No. 622-43-31

667 Hair, J. W.; Browell, E. V.; Grant, W. B.; DeYoung, R. J.; Butler, C. F.; and Brackett, V. G.: Large-Scale Aerosol Distributions and Trends Measured in the Canadian Arctic During the TOPSE (Tropospheric Ozone Production About the Spring Equinox) Field Experiment. Presented at International Geoscience & Remote Sensing Symposium, June 24-28, 2002, Toronto, Canada.
Organization RE Program No. 622-43-31
Organization RE Program No. 706-25-02

Organization RF Program No. 258-80-21

Organization RE Program No. 880-02-00

Organization RE Program No. 621-25-05

Organization RE Program No. 622-56-09

Organization RE Program No. 622-63-02

Organization RE Program No. 622-56-61


Organization RE Program No. 259-40-01


Organization RE Program No. 662-56-40


Organization RE Program No. 622-96-00

Category 43 Earth Resources and Remote Sensing


Organization A Program No. 282-10-01


Organization RE Program No. 259-40-01


Organization RD Program No. 722-64-13


Organization RD Program No. 728-40-10
Organization RF Program No. 258-70-22

Organization RF Program No. 258-70-22

Organization RE Program No. 621-45-20

Category 45 Environment Pollution

Organization RE Program No. 291-07-07

Organization RE Program No. 622-63-13

Organization RE Program No. 622-63-13

Organization RE Program No. 291-07-07

Organization RE Program No. 622-26-26
Organization RE Program No. 622-29-26

Organization RE Program No. 258-80-30

Organization RE Program No. 622-63-08

Organization RA Program No. 621-45-20

Organization RE Program No. 621-45-20

Category 46 Geophysics

Organization RE Program No. 370-21-08

Organization RE Program No. 665-25-38

Organization RE Program No. 229-02-06

Organization RE Program No. 622-58-17


Organization RE Program No. 622-68-51


Organization RA Program No. 662-70-18


Organization RE Program No. 274-00-00


Organization RE Program No. 274-00-00


Organization RE Program No. 274-00-00


Organization RE Program No. 880-02-00


Organization RE Program No. 880-02-00

Organization RE Program No. 880-02-00


Organization RE Program No. 880-02-00


Organization RE Program No. 621-25-05


Organization RE Program No. 880-02-00


Organization RE Program No. 621-25-05


Organization RE Program No. 622-56-54


Organization RE Program No. 621-25-05


Organization RE Program No. 622-63-08


Organization RE Program No. 622-96-00


Organization RE Program No. 622-96-00

Browell, E. V.; Butler, C. F.; Fenn, M. A.; Grant, W. B.; Brackett, V. G.; Hair, J. W.; Avery, M. A.; Newell, R. E.; and Fuelberg, H. E.: Ozone and Aerosol Distribution Measured Over the Western Pacific With an Airborne Lidar During the TRACE-P Field Experiments. Presented at 21st International Laser Radar Conference, July 8-12, 2002, Quebec City, Canada.

Organization RE Program No. 622-63-13


Organization RE Program No. 622-31-13


Organization RE Program No. 622-63-13


Organization RE Program No. 622-63-13

Organization RE Program No. 622-63-13


Organization RE Program No. 622-43-31


Organization RE Program No. 622-63-13


Organization RE Program No. 229-01-02


Organization RE Program No. 229-10-02


Organization RE Program No. 229-01-02


Organization RE Program No. 622-96-00


Organization RE Program No. 229-10-02
Organization RE Program No. 229-01-02

Organization RE Program No. 229-01-02

Organization RE Program No. 229-01-02

Organization RE Program No. 229-01-02

Organization RE Program No. 229-10-02

Organization RE Program No. 291-01-91

Organization RE Program No. 229-01-02

Organization RE Program No. 229-01-02


Organization RE Program No. 622-96-00


Organization RE Program No. 662-96-00


Organization RE Program No. 229-01-02


Organization RE Program No. 714-01-27


Organization RE Program No. 621-82-80


Organization RE Program No. 621-82-80


Organization RE Program No. 229-01-02


Organization RE Program No. 291-01-91

Organization RE Program No. 622-96-00


Organization RE Program No. 622-29-26


Organization RE Program No. 622-29-26


Organization RE Program No. 622-96-00


Organization RE Program No. 622-96-00


Organization RE Program No. 622-56-61


Organization RE Program No. 622-56-61


Organization RE Program No. 706-25-02

Organization RE Program No. 229-01-02

Organization RE Program No. 359-02-01

Organization RE Program No. 622-29-26

Organization RE Program No. 622-29-26

Organization RF Program No. 622-29-22

Organization RF Program No. 622-26-22


Organization RE Program No. 229-01-02


Organization RE Program No. 622-96-00


Organization RE Program No. 229-01-02


Organization RE Program No. 229-01-02


Organization RE Program No. 229-01-02


Organization RE Program No. 229-01-02

Organization RE Program No. 229-01-02


Organization RE Program No. 229-01-02


Organization RE Program No. 229-01-02


Organization RE Program No. 229-01-02


Organization RE Program No. 229-01-02


Organization RE Program No. 229-01-02


Organization RE Program No. 229-10-32


Organization RE Program No. 229-10-72


Organization RE Program No. 622-43-31


Organization RE Program No. 229-01-02


Organization RE Program No. 229-01-02


Organization RE Program No. 880-02-00


Organization RE Program No. 880-02-00


Organization RE Program No. 622-96-00


Organization RE Program No. 229-01-02


Organization RE Program No. 622-96-00


Organization RE Program No. 621-82-80

Organization RE
Program No. 621-82-80


Organization RE
Program No. 229-01-02


Organization RE
Program No. 259-40-01


Organization RE
Program No. 229-10-72


Organization RE
Program No. 622-96-00


Organization RE
Program No. 229-01-02


Organization RE
Program No. 622-96-00


Organization RE
Program No. 229-10-72


Organization RE
Program No. 229-01-02


Organization RE Program No. 291-01-09

Organization RE Program No. 229-01-02

Organization RE Program No. 229-01-02

Organization RE Program No. 621-45-20

Organization RE Program No. 622-63-08

Organization RE Program No. 229-10-32

Organization RE Program No. 291-01-72

Organization RE Program No. 229-10-72

Organization RE Program No. 229-01-02


Organization RE Program No. 229-01-02


Organization RE Program No. 622-43-93


Organization RE Program No. 229-01-02


Organization RE Program No. 706-25-01


Organization RE Program No. 229-01-02


Organization RE Program No. 259-40-10


Organization RE Program No. 259-40-01
Organization RE Program No. 259-40-01

Organization RE Program No. 621-45-20

Organization RE Program No. 229-01-02

Organization RA Program No. 229-01-02

Organization RE Program No. 229-01-02

Organization RE Program No. 229-01-02

Organization RE Program No. 291-01-91

Organization RE Program No. 229-10-02


Organization RE Program No. 229-01-02


Organization RE Program No. 229-01-02


Organization RE Program No. 662-96-00


Organization RE Program No. 622-43-10


Organization RE Program No. 229-01-02


Organization RE Program No. 229-01-02

Category 48 Oceanography


Life Sciences

Category 52 Aerospace Medicine


Category 54 Man/System Technology and Life Support


Organization RD Program No. 711-51-21

Organization RD Program No. 711-50-21

Organization RD Program No. 728-60-10

Organization RD Program No. 992-30-11

Mathematical and Computer Sciences

Category 59 Mathematical and Computer Sciences (General)

Organization A Program No. 505-9052

Organization A Program No. 505-90-52

Organization RD Program No. 704-01-50
Category 60 Computer Operations and Hardware

Organization RD Program No. 728-30-30

Organization A Program No. 505-90-52

Organization A Program No. 505-90-52

Organization A Program No. 505-90-52

Organization A Program No. 505-90-52

Organization A Program No. 505-90-52

Organization RD Program No. 728-30-10

Organization A Program No. 505-90-52


Organization RB Program No. 712-20-31

Category 61 Computer Programming and Software


Organization RD Program No. 727-01-22


Organization RD Program No. 727-01-22


Organization RD Program No. 728-30-30


Organization RD Program No. 704-04-10


Organization RD Program No. 704-01-10


Organization RD Program No. 704-50-02
Organization SL Program No. 771-10-10

Organization RD Program No. 992-30-11

Organization SL Program No. 771-10-10

Organization RA Program No. 706-32-21

Organization RA Program No. 253-02-98

Organization RC Program No. 755-30-11

Organization RB Program No. 706-85-41
Category 62 Computer Systems

Organization RD Program No. 706-21-61

Organization RD Program No. 706-21-61

Organization RD Program No. 704-01-10

Organization RD Program No. 229-01-02

Organization RD Program No. 728-30-10

Organization RD Program No. 706-21-61

Organization RD Program No. 728-30-10

Organization RD Program No. 728-30-10
Category 63 Cybernetics, Artificial Intelligence and Robotics

Organization RD Program No. 274-00-03

Organization RD Program No. 706-62-21

Organization RA Program No. 706-17-51

Organization RA Program No. 706-17-51

Organization RD Program No. 706-32-21

Category 64 Numerical Analysis

Organization A Program No. 505-90-52

Organization RA Program No. 706-31-21

Organization RA Program No. 706-31-21
Organization RA Program No. 706-31-21

Organization RA Program No. 721-10-42

Organization RA Program No. 721-10-42

Organization RA Program No. 706-31-21

Organization RA Program No. 721-10-42

Organization A Program No. 505-90-52

Organization RB Program No. 706-31-11

Organization A Program No. 505-90-52
Organization A Program No. 505-90-52

Organization A Program No. 505-90-52

Organization A Program No. 505-90-52

Organization A Program No. 505-90-52

Organization A Program No. 505-90-52

Organization A Program No. 505-90-52

Organization RB Program No. 706-25-01


Organization RA Program No. 706-31-61

Organization RA Program No. 706-31-21

Organization RA Program No. 706-31-21

Organization A Program No. 505-90-52

Organization A Program No. 505-90-52

Organization A Program No. 505-90-52

Organization RB Program No. 713-10-23

Organization RB Program No. 706-85-41
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Details</th>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Program No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Category 65 Statistics and Probability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category 66 Systems Analysis and Operations Research</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Organization RD Program No. 522-14-21

Organization RD Program No. 522-14-21

Physics

Category 70 Physics (General)

Organization RC Program No. 706-62-31

Organization RC Program No. 706-63-81

Organization RC Program No. 706-62-31

Organization RC Program No. 706-62-31

Organization RC Program No. 706-62-31

Organization RC Program No. 706-62-31

Organization RC Program No. 706-62-31

Category 71 Acoustics


Organization RC Program No. 706-61-11


Organization RB Program No. 781-30-14


Organization RB Program No. 781-30-14


Organization RB Program No. 727-03-15


Organization RB Program No. 722-59-87


Organization RB Program No. 781-10-13


Organization RB Program No. 706-81-21

http://techrepor...NASA-aiaa-2002-2472.pdf
Organization RB Program No. 781-10-12

http://techrepor...NASA-aiaa-2002-2446.pdf
Organization RB Program No. 781-30-14

Organization RB Program No. 781-10-11

Organization RB Program No. 781-10-11

http://techrepor...NASA-aiaa-2002-2555.pdf
Organization RB Program No. 781-10-12

http://techrepor...NASA-2002-icence-jk.pdf
Organization RB Program No. 781-20-12
Organization RB Program No. 781-20-11

Organization RB Program No. 706-31-11

Organization RB Program No. 706-31-11

Organization RB Program No. 706-81-14

Organization RB Program No. 781-20-12

Organization RB Program No. 781-10-11

Organization RC Program No. 706-62-31

Organization RC Program No. 706-62-31
Organization RB Program No. 781-10-13

Organization RB Program No. 781-10-11

Organization RB Program No. 781-10-11

Organization RB Program No. 781-30-12

Organization RB Program No. 706-81-11

Organization RC Program No. 706-12-21

Organization RC Program No. 706-62-31

Organization RB Program No. 706-31-11

Organization RB Program No. 781-20-11
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Organization RB Program No. 781-10-12

Organization RB Program No. 706-32-31

Organization RB Program No. 251-10-01

Organization RB Program No. 706-32-31

Organization RC

Category 72 Atomic and Molecular Physics

Organization RE Program No. 622-67-65

Organization RE Program No. 622-67-65

Organization RE Program No. 622-67-65


1026 Smith, M. A.; Rinsland, C. P.; Benner, D. C.; and Devi, V. M.: Broadening and Shift Coefficients in the $v_3$ Bands of $^{12}$C$_{16}$O$_2$ and $^{13}$C$_{16}$O$_2$. Presented at 57th International Symposium on Molecular Spectroscopy, June 17-21, 2002, Columbus, Ohio.

1027 Smith, M. A.; Rinsland, C. P.; Benner, D. C.; Devi, V. M.; and Dulick, M.: Broadening and Shift Coefficients in the 3-$\mu$m Bands of HCN. Presented at 57th International Symposium on Molecular Spectroscopy, June 17-21, 2002, Columbus, Ohio.

**Category 74 Optics**


Organization RB  
Program No. 706-31-11

Organization RF  
Program No. 757-01-00

Organization RC  
Program No. 706-62-31

Organization RC  
Program No. 706-63-31

Organization RF  
Program No. 757-01-00

Category 76 Solid-State Physics

Organization RF  
Program No. 258-70-22

Organization RF  
Program No. 755-09-00


Walsh, B. M.; Murray, K. E.; and Barnes, N. P.: A Comparison of Tm:Ho:YLF and Tm:Ho:LuLF for 2.0 Micrometer Lasers; Experiment and Modeling. Presented at Advanced Solid-State Laser Topical Meeting, February 3-6, 2002, Quebec, Canada.


Social Sciences

Category 80 Social and Information Sciences (General)

Organization SH

Category 82 Documentation and Information Science

Organization RE Program No. 428-50-08

Organization RE Program No. 428-50-08

Organization SH Program No. 332-16-30

Organization RC Program No. 242-82-76

Organization RF Program No. 992-16-05

Organization RF Program No. 992-16-05

Organization RF Program No. 992-16-05

136
    Organization SH  Program No. 722-90-57

    Organization SH  Program No. 727-04-20

    Organization SH  Program No. 332-16-30

    Organization SH  Program No. 706-17-41

    Organization SH  Program No. 282-10-08

    Organization SH  Program No. 722-90-57

    Organization SL  Program No. 771-10-10

    Organization SL  Program No. 282-30-10
Space Sciences

Category 88 Space Sciences (General)

Organization RA Program No. 905-90-00

Organization RD Program No. 519-31-61

Category 91 Lunar and Planetary Science and Exploration
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